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QO (Qualified 
Opportunity) Funds 
are intended to 
provide incentives 
for taxpayers to 
invest in low-income 
areas or “zones.”

By Cassandra BAUBIE, JD, Associate &
Anthony GIACALONE, CPA, Senior Manager

Of the many changes that came from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (“The TCJA”), Qualified 
Opportunity Zones (“QOZ”) have been one of the most talked about provisions as 
the 2018 tax season progresses. As a recap, through QOZs, taxpayers may elect to 
temporarily defer the tax to be paid on capital gains until the 2026 tax year that are 
invested in a Qualified Opportunity Fund (“QOF”) within 180 days of gain recognition, 
the QOF must invest 90 percent of its capital in QOZ Property. Taxpayers who hold 
investments in a QOF for at least five years may exclude 10 percent of the original 
deferred gain, and investments held for more than seven years qualify for an additional 
five percent exclusion of their original deferred gain. In what could be the most 
attractive feature of the new law, after 10 years, post-acquisition appreciation is 100 
percent excluded from taxable income for federal tax purposes. Many states are still 
evaluating how they are going to deal with the new QOZ rules.

On Thursday, February 14, the IRS held a public hearing addressing QOZ and sought 
input related to the proposed regulations released in October of 2018. While many who 
attended the hearing spoke positively on the planning opportunities that now exist 
through use of QOZs, there were some common points that were brought up:

• The Treasury’s proposed regulations specified that a QOZ business must be at least
70 percent within a QOZ to qualify, but these rules also stated that at least 50 percent
of gross income receipts must be from business within a QOZ. Many concerns were
raised about businesses that conduct their business primarily through e-commerce or
manufacturing and whether or not they would be able to easily meet those standards.
Many believe that this is poor wording within the legislation. In the case of the
manufacturer, where the business activity is conducted, and in turn where the
benefit to the capital infusion is felt, would be located in the QOZ and the taxpayer
should qualify.

• Concerns were raised about the ability of investors to invest QOF in other types of
businesses beyond real estate. There have been certain industry verticals, such as the
cannabis and gaming industries, which some groups would like to have disallowed as
eligible businesses.

• Attendees also requested that the IRS provide rules for detailed and comprehensive
reporting, so that funds and investors can make informed decisions relating to their
investments and so there is a mechanism for tracking the effectiveness of the program
as a whole.
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• Suggestions were made encouraging the flexibility of QOFs, pushing the IRS to allow
QOF to reinvest gains within a reasonable time period into other QOZ businesses
without triggering a taxable event.

• Questions arose as to whether a refinancing during the 10-year window, followed by a
distribution of the proceeds from the refinancing to investors, would be in violation of
the 10-year holding period. Determination of this key fact would significantly sway the
decision as to what is the most beneficial entity choice for QOFs.

• Attendees called for the IRS to include vacant land or property not otherwise in service 
to qualify as “original use property” so that such plots can be rejuvenated in QOZ 
areas. This would definitely serve as a catalyst to stimulate the construction industry in 
the more rural geographically located Opportunity Zones.

• The IRS was asked to clarify how the QOZ program and its tax benefits will work
with currently existing tax benefits, such as the New Market Tax Credit and the Low
Income Housing Tax Credit. We have also seen a movement whereby state and
local governments have attempted to parallel tax benefits at the local jurisdictional
level. Some local governments have real estate tax and sales tax incentives that are
applicable to various parcels located in an Opportunity Zone.

While the IRS did not comment on any of the points that were brought up during the 
hearing, they will continue to review the comments and suggestions provided and 
intend to release a second round of Proposed Regulations shortly, perhaps as quickly 
as later this month. An additional hearing is also planned to address any proposed 
changes in the program. Most commentators are projecting the possibility that the first 
set of final regulations will be released in late Spring. We will follow the releases from the 
Treasury and provide follow up in our next article to address the legislation’s progress.
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Don’t let time
run out!

TRIGGER EVENT
Sale of original assets
• Sell assets for $110 million with a 

basis of $10 million during 2018
• Realize $100 million of 

capital gain

MILESTONE
Deferred gain recognized
• No later than Dec. 31, 2026
• Gain on original capital investment of $100 million 

(as reduced by $15 million of basis step-ups) is 
included in income (reduced further to the extent 
FMV of interest is lower than deferred gain)

MILESTONE & TRIGGER EVENT
10-year exclusion and QOF investment sale
• Sell investment for $220 million
• Incremental realized capital gain of $120 million may be excluded (through 

basis step-up to FMV)
• Gain from appreciation in QOF investment may be eliminated if the 

investment is held for at least 10 years (but no later than Dec. 31, 2047)

MILESTONE
7-year basis step-up
• Additional 5% basis step-up
• Reduction of deferred capital

gain to $85 million

MILESTONE
5-year basis step-up
• 10% basis step-up
• Reduction of deferred capital

gain to $90 million

ACTION TAKEN
Investment of capital gain into QOF
• Invest $100 million within 180 days after sale
• Realized capital gain of $100 million is 

deferred until no later than Dec. 31, 2026

REMINDER: ACT FAST!
Invest in QOF by 2019 
in order to potentially 
capture the basis 
reduction benefit

Sample Road Map to Opportunity Zone Success
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Anthony Giacalone, CPA
Senior Manager, HBK Tax Advisory Group

Anthony is a senior manager in HBK’s Stuart & West Palm Beach, Florida, 
offices. He began his accounting career in 2007 and joined HBK in 2011.  He 
has extensive experience in the areas of taxation, tax planning, business 
consulting and financial reporting. Anthony provides accounting, tax and 
consulting, and transaction advisory services to individuals as well as a 
wide-range of industries, including construction, real estate, manufacturing, 
wholesale distribution, professional firms and non-profit organizations.

Along with servicing client accounts in HBK’s Southeast Florida region, Anthony also serves as 
a member of the Tax Specialists Group, which works in coordination with HBK’s Tax Advisory 
Group. Anthony also participates in speaking engagements for a variety of professional and civic 
organizations and groups within his community.
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Hill, Barth & King LLC has prepared this material for informational purposes only. Any tax advice contained in this communication (including any 
attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or 
under any state or local tax law or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. Please do 
not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the matter.

Cassandra Baubie, JD
Associate, HBK Tax Advisory Group

Cassandra Baubie is an Associate at HBK CPAs & Consultants and is a 
member of its Tax Advisory Group (TAG).

Ms. Baubie joined HBK in 2017. She works in the firm’s Youngstown, Ohio, 
office after earning a dual Bachelor of Arts degree in legal studies and 
psychology from the State University of New York, The University at Buffalo 
and a Juris Doctorate from the University of Pittsburgh School of Law, where 

she also completed a tax law certification. She graduated from both schools with high honors.

Ms. Baubie has experience in tax law research. Prior to joining HBK, she worked for Jurist.org, a 
global legal news organization, and was a member of the University of Pittsburgh Tax Law Review 
Journal. Ms. Baubie also worked for the University of Pittsburgh School of Law’s Low Income Tax 
Clinic where she performed IRS litigation and tax court work and provided compliance work for 
low income individuals and businesses.


